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ABSTRACT

African easterly waves (AEWs) are objectively tracked between West Africa and the tropical Atlantic

based on the CFSRv2 data for 1979 to 2012. The characteristics of the troughs of the AEWs at the West

African coast are explored and related to whether they favor tropical cyclogenesis over the eastern Atlantic.

A logistic regression model was used to determine the optimum combination of predictors that relate AEW

characteristics to tropical cyclogenesis. Themost skillful model for genesis over the easternAtlantic consisted

of four variables of the AEWs dynamics over the coastal region and the absolute number of days from the

peak in the AEW season. Using this diagnostic an equal number of favorable developing and nondeveloping

waves were compared through a composite difference analysis. Favorable developing waves had significantly

higher moisture content in the lower troposphere to the northwest of the trough as they exited the West

African coast compared to favorable nondeveloping waves. Trajectory analysis for all the waves revealed that

as the AEWs transition over the West African coast the troughs are typically open to the environment ahead

and to the northwest of the trough. For developing waves this means that moist air is ingested into the lower

levels of the system, while for nondeveloping waves dry air is ingested. At this point in the AEW life cycle this

difference may be fundamental in determining whether a favorable wave can develop or not.

1. Introduction

The relationship between tropical cyclogenesis over

the Atlantic main development region (MDR) and Af-

rican easterly waves (AEWs) originating from Africa,

has been well documented (e.g., Reed et al. 1977;

Landsea 1993; Thorncroft and Hodges 2001). Many

papers have focused on the mean structure and evolu-

tion of these African easterly waves (AEWs), doc-

umenting their relationship to the African easterly jet

(AEJ) and convection over Africa (e.g., Kiladis et al.

2006). Recently, more attention has been given to

studying differences between the developing and non-

developing waves and why only a small fraction of

waves are associated with cyclogenesis in theMDR (e.g.,

Hopsch et al. 2010; Agudelo et al. 2011). It was noted

by Hopsch et al. (2010) that many AEWs appear to

have characteristics that are favorable for tropical

cyclogenesis but do not develop. This paper will high-

light in more detail the variability of the waves and the

reasons why such favorable waves do not develop.

The large-scale environmental constraints for tropical

cyclogenesis have been extensively documented with

basic thresholds of certain variables understood to be

necessary for genesis. The key characteristics are usually

warm sea surface temperatures (SSTs; .26.58C), low
magnitude of deep layer vertical wind shear, and moist

midlevels (Gray 1968). Over the eastern Atlantic the

large-scale environment restricts genesis to mid-July

through early October. Outside of these months either

SSTs are generally too cold (June) or shear increases to

unfavorablemagnitudes (October) (e.g., Thorncroft and

Pytharoulis 2001). During the peak summer months

[June–September (JAS)] Agudelo et al. (2011) showed

that most of the variance in genesis events over the

eastern Atlantic was explained by wave-scale variability

rather than long-term environmental factors.

The eastern Atlantic also has the potential negative

impacts of the dry Saharan air layer (SAL) outbreaks

north of the AEJ. Typically about 28 outbreaks occur

during July through September each year (Laken et al.
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2014). The impact of dry air on pregenesis systems is still

not conclusive though. Entrainment of dry air into an

incipient disturbance may favor convectively driven

downdrafts of low entropy air, thus reducing the con-

vective available potential energy at low levels in the

disturbance (e.g., Emanuel 1989; Dunion and Velden

2004). Observational studies have shown a significant

correlation between the presence of dry air in the

northwest quadrant and weakening tropical cyclone in-

tensities (Shu and Wu 2009). Fritz and Wang (2013),

however, showed that while dry trajectories were able to

penetrate near the vortex center of developing systems,

transient dry air was moistened while being wrapped in

and thus did not impact the deep convection. However,

for systems embedded in a more persistently dry envi-

ronment, upward moisture transport was reduced due to

midlevel drying and enhanced by a lack of moisture

supply from the boundary layer (Fritz and Wang 2013).

Idealized numerical simulations have shown that mid-

level dry air has to be within around 150km of the vortex

center for any impact to be felt, though these simulations

were in an environment with no mean flow (Braun et al.

2012). When numerical simulations included vertical

shear, the tropical systems were more sensitive to the

environmental dry air, in better agreement with obser-

vational studies (Ge et al. 2013).

Analysis of the troughs with respect to the wave-

relative flow is an important concept for understanding

the interaction between the disturbances and the sur-

rounding environment. At the jet level there is typically a

region of recirculating air in the trough, coined the

‘‘pouch’’ of the wave (Dunkerton et al. 2009). This has

been hypothesized to protect the disturbance within

this region from the exterior environment and allow the

inner region to progressively moisten through convective

activity (e.g.,Dunkerton et al. 2009;Wang et al. 2010).An

important factor in this paradigm is the four-dimensional

evolution of the pouch. To benefit from such re-

circulation, the pouch region should have both temporal

and vertical integrity. Changes in the background flow,

phase speed, or ascent through the region would poten-

tially negate the benefit of such a recirculation.

Hopsch et al. (2010) presented mean structural dif-

ferences in trough-scale characteristics as the waves

crossed the West African coastline, showing that de-

veloping waves were on average characterized by in-

creased low-level vorticity and higher humidity

throughout the column in the trough compared to non-

developing AEWs. Agudelo et al. (2011), in a similar

study, found that column-integrated heating, specific

humidity, and vertical velocity provided the best statis-

tical predictors of downstream genesis probability.

Leppert et al. (2013a,b) observed similar features with

developing waves typically having higher fractional

coverage of convective cloud tops below # 240K over

the coastal region. Similar results have also been ob-

served across forecast ensemble members; developing

members were more convectively active while crossing

the coast compared to the nondeveloping members

(Cecelski and Zhang 2013). These results have shown

that there are favorable synoptic/mesoscale conditions

(e.g., low-level vorticity, increased humidity, convective

activity) in AEWs many days prior to cyclogenesis.

The aim of this paper is to present the synoptic-scale

differences between waves, focusing on the character-

istics of the troughs and the surrounding environment.

The variability of a large sample of AEW structures as

they leave the West African coast will be presented in

section 3. A genesis diagnostic for the waves as they

leave the coast will then be presented, which will be used

to objectively identify favorable waves. The composite

differences between these favorable waves will be pre-

sented in section 4 to highlight the key environmental

differences influencing genesis over the eastern Atlan-

tic. Forward and backward trajectories will be presented

in section 5 to explore the results of section 4 in more

detail and investigate the kinematic sources of envi-

ronmental differences.

2. Methodology

a. Data

This research uses the most recent reanalysis data

from the National Centers for Environmental Pre-

diction (NCEP), the Climate Forecast System Re-

analysis, version 2 (CFSR v2; Saha et al. 2010). These

data span 1979–2012 with a temporal resolution of 6 h

and a horizontal resolution of 0.58. Anomalies are cal-

culated by subtracting a 31-yr (1979–2009) climatology,

calculated as the first four harmonics of themean annual

cycle, from every 6-h period rather than daily means so

that low-level anomalies were not aliased by the diurnal

cycle. NOAA interpolated outgoing longwave radiation

(Liebmann and Smith 1996) is also used in this research.

This dataset is available at 2.58 resolution once daily over

the same time span as the CFSR data used in this study.

b. Significance testing

The statistical significance of composites was tested

using a bootstrap method similar to Matthews and

Kiladis (1999) and Schreck et al. (2013). This method-

ology uses the nondeveloping cases as the null cases for

comparison with the developing cases. The null hy-

potheses for the composite analysis were that the de-

veloping and nondeveloping waves were comparable.
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The test generates 1000 randomly sampled equal-sized

composites for both subsets, and significance is found if

975 of the developing composites are either greater than

or less than 975 of the nondeveloping composites. This

two-tailed test returns significance at the 95% level for

each grid cell and is not susceptible to differences in the

sample sizes.

c. AEW tracking

As part of this research a tracking methodology was

developed that is similar to that used by Agudelo et al.

(2011) and Bain et al. (2014) utilizing a Hovmöller to

determine the longitudinal track of the waves. AEWs

are identified by analyzing radially averaged curvature

vorticity (with a radius of 500 km) close to the level of

the AEJ (700 hPa). Curvature vorticity at 700 hPa was

shown by Berry et al. (2007) to be a useful real-time

diagnostic for distinguishing the trough of a wave from

the background shear vorticity.

The tracking methodology is done in two steps: 1) a

Hovmöller is used to track waves in two dimensions

(time and longitude, Fig. 1a), and 2) the tracks are then

refined into three dimensions using the Hovmöller
‘‘guess’’ location and the previous latitude or starting at

the center of the Hovmöller. Both these steps use the

same basic logic, using linear extrapolation of the track

over the previous 24 h. Maxima are connected using a

cost function combining the expected location and the

expected magnitude of the vortex. At times where

multiple weak maxima are present, a magnitude-

weighted centroid is calculated to select the vorticity

centroid at that time (Fig. 1b).

The Hovmöller is used primarily for the waves when

they are overAfrica where the three-dimensional vortex

can be transient in nature. The temporally continuous

synoptic-scale wave is well captured by the Hovmöller
whereas a full 3D vortex tracker would define multiple

short-lived MCSs or small vortices. When the waves are

over the ocean and are less latitudinally restricted, their

projection onto the Hovmöller can become separated

from the center of the trough if they start to move out of

the Hovmöller bounds. At this point, if the track is

longer than 4 days and the vortex has been consistently

strong, the Hovmöller guess locations are dropped and

the tracking relies on the interpolation of the system.

Wave tracks were then matched up with cyclone lo-

cation data from the Atlantic hurricane database, ver-

sion 2 (HURDAT2; Landsea et al. 2014). A cyclone was

deemed related to the wave if the tropical disturbance

was first located within 500 km of the wavemaxima. This

allows for flexibility in the event of potential errors in

both the tracking routine and in the location of distur-

bances in the reanalysis of dynamic fields (e.g., Schenkel

and Hart 2012). Last, waves were only kept if they ex-

isted east of 58Wandwest of 408W.Therefore, only well-

developed waves that fully transitioned the coastal

region of West Africa and into the MDR are retained.

For the developing subset here, only tropical cyclogen-

esis events east of 458W were included. Systems that

developed west of that longitude were excluded from

both subsets. This threshold was chosen because of the

reduced impact that the characteristics overWest Africa

will have as the waves move farther from the continent

(Hopsch et al. 2010).

The track density of all waves is shown in Fig. 2. The

density of tracks is comparable to other tracking papers

with maxima over western Africa and the MDR of the

Atlantic (e.g., Thorncroft and Hodges 2001; Hodges

et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2008). This tracking algorithm is

able to detect systems that originate from the Ethiopian

FIG. 1. (a) Hovmöller of curvature vorticity averaged 58–158N. Black lines represent initial

2D track of waves on Hovmöller. (b) Example map of unfiltered curvature vorticity (700 hPa),

where horizontal lines represent bounds of Hovmöller and the vertical line represents longi-

tude of maxima taken from Hovmöller. White crosses show local maxima and the white dot

shows final location of maxima determined through weighted mean of the local maxima.
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highlands, a potential source of AEW disturbances

(Berry and Thorncroft 2005), and waves that transit the

whole Atlantic Ocean and cross over to the eastern

Pacific. Some of these tracks may develop over the

eastern Pacific but were not classified as developing;

since only the Atlantic HURDAT data was used to

match waves to named systems. This will not impact the

results though, as the characteristics of the waves over

West Africa and the eastern Atlantic will have very little

influence that far downstream.

Waves are composited throughout the paper based on

their time relative passage over the coastal region.

Members in composites are shifted to the mean location

at that time. All composites are, therefore, trough cen-

tric with location based on the number of hours from the

West African coast. This passage over the coastal region

(188W) will be referred to as day 0 throughout.

d. Logistic regression model

A logistic linear regression model is utilized in section

3 to combine coastal characteristics of the AEWs. The

model was developed through the selection and com-

bination of variables, averaged over 500 km around the

trough vortex maxima, detailed in section 3. The selec-

tion method followed a forward step criteria (Wilks

2011) in which the model was developed iteratively in-

creasing by one variable at a time. Variables were se-

lected at each iterative step based on the lowest mean

squared error from the verification set of waves and only

coefficients that were significant at $95% were kept.

The forward step development, therefore, had two

stopping criteria: either mean squared error did not

decrease with additional variables or the additional

variables were no longer significant. While it would be

possible to develop the model on a large number of

predictors, there is a strong likelihood that the model

would then be overfitted and perform poorly outside of

the training dataset (e.g., Neumann et al. 1977). Pre-

dictors available to the selection process (Table 1) were

chosen based on the results presented in section 3 and

previous work, as well as variables that have been used

in other statistical genesis and intensity models (e.g.,

DeMaria and Kaplan 1994; Dunion et al. 2013).

The development process trained the models on a

random selection of 60% of waves and was tested on the

other 40% to avoid overfitting the model to the training

set. Once the variables were selected the final model was

trained on the whole dataset.

e. Trajectories

Kinematic trajectories were calculated from the 6-hourly

0.58 CFSR data using the HYSPLIT trajectory model

(Draxler and Hess 1998). Trajectories were initialized

between 108–208N and 308–208W at 18 horizontal spac-
ing and vertically between 900 and 600 hPa at 50-hPa

intervals. These were initialized at the time the trough

was closest to 188W (i.e., over the coast) and run for-

ward for 48 h. Only trajectories initialized more than

350 km from the vortex center were then analyzed. If a

trajectory came within 200 km of the vortex center

between 12 and 48 h in the forward calculation it was

deemed to have been ingested by the trough. While

200 km could be considered large for a mesoscale sys-

tem, it is less than 10% of the typical AEWwavelength.

Backward trajectories were calculated for those forward

trajectories that were classified as ingested, with the

backward trajectories calculated over the 96h prior to

the wave leaving the coast. Kinematic trajectories from

reanalysis data have limitations in their accuracy due to

the interpolation methods used. For large-scale flow,

FIG. 2. Count per 0.58 grid of all waves/storms tracked over 1979–2012.
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0.58 and 6-h trajectory calculations have been shown to

be reasonably accurate outside of regions of strong as-

cent (Stohl et al. 1995). Hence, emphasis has been given

to the flow prior to ingestion by the system as the con-

vective nature of the disturbance is unlikely to be ac-

curately represented by the reanalysis data.

3. Trough variability

This section will present the evolution and variability

of developing and nondeveloping waves, and will high-

light characteristics that define waves with the greatest

potential to develop over the Atlantic. As reviewed

earlier, previous research has highlighted mean differ-

ences between developing and nondeveloping waves.

The frequency of the characteristics that match de-

veloping waves, however, has not been fully explored.

a. Evolution of developing and nondeveloping waves

The evolution of the vertical profile of trough-centric

variables is presented in Fig. 3. These profiles show the

longitudinal evolution of variables averaged over 500km

around each trough’s center. For each wave, variables

were averaged azimuthally and radially over 500km

around the trough every 6h providing an evolution in

space and time for each trough. These vertical profiles

were then interpolated along a 0.58 longitudinal grid and

composited over all troughs. Therefore, each vertical slice

represents the profile of the composite trough at that

longitude. The hatching on the developing composite

shows the regions where there is no significant difference

between the developing and nondeveloping composite.

Figures 3a and 3b show the evolution ofmoisturewithin

the trough of the nondeveloping and developing waves,

respectively. Nondeveloping waves are seen to have small

positive moisture anomalies around the trough over land.

As the waves leave the coast (around 188W) the mean

nondeveloping wave starts to moisten throughout the

lower levels of the trough (700hPa and below). In com-

parison, the developing waves have an increased amount

of midlevel moisture over West Africa and rapidly

moisten throughout the lower troposphere as they ap-

proach the coast, passing 208W with .0.5gkg21 of

anomalous moisture between 900 and 400hPa. As the

developing waves leave the coast the entire column

(,200hPa) is significantly moister than the non-

developing wave composite, with the midlevels (300–

800hPa) being significantly different as far east as 08.
The evolution of anomalous vertical motion, anoma-

lous temperature, and relative vorticity are also shown

in Fig. 3. The developing composites are statistically

significantly different from the nondeveloping compos-

ite west of around 08, except temperature, which be-

comes significantly different between 200 and 300 hPa

west of 208W. Anomalous vertical motion (Figs. 3c,d)

shows that nondeveloping waves typically have a con-

vective period over the West African coast, but this is

localized to the coastal region. The developing waves

show increasing ascent as they approach the coastal re-

gion, however the AEW composite then maintains

strong ascent over the eastern Atlantic. The thermal

anomalies (Figs. 3e,f) associated with the AEW com-

posites show that nondeveloping waves have a small

positive temperature anomaly at the mid- to upper

levels consistent with convective activity. Developing

waves, however, have amuch stronger signal throughout

the midlevels with a significantly warmer troposphere

above 300 hPa from approximately 208W. As the com-

posite trough progresses westward the significant dif-

ferences gradually descend through the column. The

bimodal peak of temperature in the developing waves is

interpreted as increased convective activity in general.

The profile is generally consistent with both upper-level

heating from stratiform convection andmidlevel heating

from deep or shallow convection (e.g., Schumacher et al.

2004; Zhang and Hagos 2009; Ling and Zhang 2013).

TABLE 1. Predictors used in development of statistical model to diagnose AEW genesis favorability. Boldface variables are those used in

the final model, selected via a forward step criteria process.

Climatological and persistence predictors Synoptic predictors

Absolute value of Julian day 239 (peak day of AEW activity) 850–700-hPa specific humidity

Latitude of system 600-hPa relative humidity

Total phase speed of wave 850-hPa relative vorticity (RV)

U phase speed 850–600-hPa layer average RV

V phase speed 600–850-hPa RV difference

850-hPa RV 58 longitude tendency 800–300-hPa vertical velocity W

400–200-hPa temperature anomaly

300–200-hPa divergence
200-hPa divergence

200–850-hPa deep vertical shear

500–850-hPa midtropospheric vertical shear
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FIG. 3. Vertical evolution of trough centered variables averaged over 500-km radius.

(a),(c),(e),(g)Mean nondeveloping waves (n5 382) and (b),(d),(f),(h) mean developing waves

(n 5 65). Hatched region denotes areas that are not significantly different to nondeveloping

composite at 95%. (a),(b) Anomalous specific humidity (g kg21). (c),(d) Anomalous vertical

motion (hPa h21). (e),(f). Anomalous temperature (K). (g),(h) Relative vorticity (1025 s21).

Approximate longitude of coast denoted by the vertical brown line.
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The evolution of trough-based vorticity (Figs. 3g,h) is

consistent with the previous figures. Developing waves

exhibit a significantly stronger trough throughout the

lower troposphere west of 08, which extends up to 300hPa
upon reaching the coast. As the nondeveloping waves

leave the coast a downward extension of the midlevel

vorticity is seen between 208 and 308W. This result is

consistent with the mean structures of all AEWs pre-

sented by Janiga and Thorncroft (2013) with a downward

extension of vorticity occurring when the waves move

over ocean. As before, developing waves exhibit stronger

vorticity below 400hPa over land and increase at a faster

rate as they approach and leave the coast.

The thermodynamic profiles of the waves are consis-

tent with previous studies concerned with the differ-

ences between developing and nondeveloping waves

and the evolution of the composite troughs over West

Africa and the transition to over the eastern Atlantic

(e.g., Hopsch et al. 2010). The composite results here

show that in general the mean of all developing waves is

distinguishable from the mean of all nondeveloping

waves as early as 08–58W across a number of variables

and are already evolving toward a developing system

upon reaching the coast. These figures are, however,

focused on the composite means and, therefore, conceal

the large variability that comprises both composites.

b. Variability in the evolution of developing and
nondeveloping waves

This section will present the variability among de-

veloping and nondeveloping waves. The overlap in the

distributions of the subsets will reveal how frequently

the characteristics associated with developing waves

occur in the nondeveloping subset. Figure 4 presents the

variability of specific humidity and relative vorticity as

waves cross 208 and 108W. These plots highlight the

variability contained within the mean structures that

were presented in Fig. 3. While the means of both these

variables are significantly different at both of these

longitude bands, it is clear that there is a large overlap in

the distribution of characteristics of both subsets

of waves.

At 108W both the variables show large overlaps in

their distributions. Only the top 25% of developing

FIG. 4. Distribution of variables with height (y axis) and longitude (columns) of developing

(blue) and nondeveloping (red) waves. Ends of whisker represent min/max, box displays the

quartile range, and vertical line showsmean. Columns show variability at (a),(c) 208 and (b),(d)
108W. Rows show (a),(b) specific humidity (g kg21) and (c),(d) relative vorticity (1025 s21).
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waves at this point are distinguishable from the non-

developing waves (i.e., do not overlap with the non-

developing distribution). The largest separations in the

characteristic distributions occur at midlevels with

around 25% of nondeveloping waves having lower hu-

midity between 500 and 800 hPa than any of the de-

veloping waves and, conversely, 25% of the developing

waves having higher humidity than any of the non-

developing waves. Both sets of waves have a similar

moist profile below the jet and a peak in vorticity around

the jet level.

At 208W there is still a large overlap in the distribu-

tions of moisture. Above 900hPa the moisture anomaly

has increased across both subsets. However, differences

in the relative vorticity distributions become more pro-

nounced as the waves reach the coastal region. Between

50% and 75% of the developing waves have stronger

vorticity than 75% of the nondeveloping waves below

the AEJ at this location. The vertical extent of vorticity

among the developing waves has increased with a

maxima between 850 and 600hPa, while the non-

developing waves are still characterized by a pro-

nounced jet-level maximum.

The distributions presented here are a very small ex-

ample of the overlap in the subsets of these waves. The

key point to note here is that, while the means of vari-

ables are different, there are potentially a comparable

number of nondeveloping waves with characteristics

similar to developing waves that are effectively hidden

in the large sample size of nondeveloping waves. The

trough-scale characteristics presented here can, there-

fore, be considered as favorable conditions for devel-

opment but far from sufficient. These results encourage

further investigation regarding the differences between

nondeveloping and developing waves that have com-

parable favorable structures and characteristics.

c. Development of an AEW genesis diagnostic

The aim of this section is to define waves that are fa-

vorable for development based on a combination of

characteristics of the trough prior to leaving the coast.

Combining trough-centric variables through a logistic

regression model provides a way to objectively define

AEWs based on characteristics with respect to down-

stream cyclogenesis probability. The final iteration of the

logistic regression model included five predictors that

were all significant within the model at 95% or greater.

These variables are shown in the bold text in Table 1.

The resulting combination of variables is physically

intuitive and is consistent with the results in the previous

section. The coefficients (not presented here) reveal

that a combination of increased upper-level temper-

ature anomalies (400–200 hPa), relative vorticity at

850 hPa, ascent throughout the column (800–300hPa),

upper-level divergence (300–200 hPa), as well as the

absolute number of days from the peak in the AEW

season all point to favorable conditions for develop-

ment. The first four variables are interpreted to be in-

dicative of convective activity and associated low-level

vorticity spinup. Vorticity and anomalous temperature

indicate previous convective activity that has modified

the trough structure, while ascent and upper-level di-

vergence are representative of current convective activity.

These variables do exhibit significant cross correlation

between themselves; however, each variable improves

the skill of the model significantly. The inclusion of the

number days from the peak in the AEW season is a crude

metric for capturing the large-scale seasonality in the

region.

Figure 5a shows the frequency of diagnosed genesis

probability. The lowest bin of the diagnosed probabili-

ties contains 75% of the nondeveloping waves, which

makes clear that the majority of waves leaving the coast

do not possess the combined characteristics that would

be associated with tropical cyclogenesis. Figure 5b

shows a receiver operator characteristics (ROC) curve

for the final logistic regression model. The ROC curve

visualizes the rate that the model defines true positives

against false positives (Stanski et al. 1989). A model of

random guesses, where the rate of true positives equal

false positives, would fall on the y 5 x dashed line with

an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.5; whereas a perfect

model would have an AUC of 1.0. The final model used

here has an AUC of 0.9, which shows the model has high

skill in diagnosing developing and nondevelopingwaves.

However, this high skill is in a diagnostic sense as the

final model was trained on the whole dataset, which for

the purposes of this paper is sufficient.

AEWs can, therefore, be objectively defined using a

combination of five predictors, which when combined,

indicate favorability for genesis within the wave after

leaving the coast. The metric will therefore filter out

waves that have been defined as unfavorable and thus

reduce the obvious differences in the trough-scale fea-

tures of the waves. A threshold was selected where there

were an equal number of developing and nondeveloping

waves. This retained 51 favorable developing and non-

developing waves out of the original sample sizes of 65

and 382, respectively.

The distribution of these favorable waves with respect

to day of year and year is shown in Fig. 6. These figures

show that there are no obvious interannual differences

or seasonal differences between these two subsets of

waves. Favorable waves are found to leave the West

African coast between late July and late September,

with just one early season developing wave in mid-July.
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The interannual variability in favorable developing

and favorable nondeveloping waves are also similar

(Fig. 6b). Also notable in this time series is an increase in

the total number of favorable AEWs between 1991 and

2012 that may be related to known influences of the

Atlantic multidecadal oscillation (AMO) on AEW

characteristics (Martin and Thorncroft 2014). The rela-

tive roles played by the AMO and climate change on

favorable AEW structures are interesting topics, but are

beyond the scope of this study.

4. Environmental differences in favorable
developing and nondeveloping AEWs

The favorable waves defined in the previous section,

will now be explored to highlight the extent to which

environmental differences can explain the differences

between AEWs that develop and those that do not.

Because of the selection process, the waves in this

FIG. 6. Frequencyof favorable developing andnondevelopingwaves.

(a) Day of year at 10-day intervals. (b) Year at 3-yr intervals.

FIG. 5. (a) Frequency of waves binned to 0.1 probability bins.

Note the ordinate is broken from 55 to 255. Nondeveloping and

developing adjacent bars represent the same bin along the x axis.

(b) ROC curve for the AEW genesis diagnostic with the ROC area

under the curve included. The dashed line would represent amodel

of random guesses.
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FIG. 7. Vertical evolution of trough centered variables averaged over 500-km radius.

(a),(c),(e),(g) Mean favorable nondeveloping waves (n 5 51) and (b),(d),(f),(h) mean fa-

vorable developing waves (n 5 51). The hatched region denotes the area not significantly

different to the nondeveloping composite at 95%. (a),(b) Anomalous specific humidity

(g kg21). (c),(d) Anomalous vertical motion (hPa h21). (e),(f) Anomalous temperature (K).

(g),(h) Relative vorticity (1025 s21). The approximate longitude of the coast is denoted by the

vertical brown line.
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section should be structurally comparable as they leave

the West African coast. Therefore, differences between

the two subsets should be at distances greater than the

500-km radius used for the variable averages in the

previous section.

a. Evolution of favorable AEWs

Figure 7 shows the evolution of the favorable devel-

oping and nondeveloping waves. The regions of hatch-

ing (nonsignificant differences) now extend west to the

coast across the four variables consistent with all the

AEWs being favorable for genesis. The differences be-

tween these favorable composites, toward the left side of

the figure, are expected as the developing waves will

possess the characteristics of a tropical depression be-

fore 458W. After leaving the coastal region, the two

composites quickly exhibit significant differences in

moisture, ascent, and vorticity throughout the column.

Nondeveloping waves exhibit strong ascent over the

coastal region but rapidly weakens once over the ocean

(Fig. 7c). Moisture, vorticity, and temperature all in-

crease in the favorable nondeveloping wave composite

more than was shown in the composite of all non-

developing waves (Fig. 3). Developing waves, however,

have continued ascent after leaving the coast and in-

creases in moisture, vorticity, and upper-level temper-

ature are significantly greater.

These figures have shown that the two subsets of

waves are not significantly different over West Africa or

the coastal region. The significant differences between

the favorable subsets are solely in their evolution after

leaving the coast.

The differences between the composites after leaving

the coast are suggestive of differences in modeled con-

vection and associated latent heat release over the

eastern Atlantic. To assess whether there is a significant

difference in observed convection for these two samples,

we present an analysis of the fractional coverage of cold

cloud tops (# 240K) for each composite (Fig. 8). Over

the continent the developing composite has around a

5% higher coverage of cold cloud tops, though the dif-

ferences are not significant. Upon crossing the coast the

nondeveloping composite drops to below 50%coverage,

consistent with a decrease in deep convection, while the

developing composite remains convectively active. The

composites are significantly different upon leaving

the coast and for the 2 days after. Beyond this timeframe

the developing waves are typically moving north out

of the latitude bounds of the Hovmöller. This figure

provides observational evidence of the differences in

convection for the two composites in the days after they

leave the coast, consistent with the results of Leppert

et al. (2013b). The rest of the paper will now investigate

the environmental factors influencing these differences

in convective activity.

b. Environmental differences between favorable
AEWs

The large-scale differences between the favorable

mean developing and nondeveloping waves at the time

of coastal passage are presented in Fig. 9. Two pro-

nounced regions with significantly different total pre-

cipitable water (TPW) are shown to the west of the

composite trough (Fig. 9a). Developing waves, there-

fore, have a region with significantly more moisture

throughout the column to the northwest of the trough,

while to the southwest the developing waves have sig-

nificantly less moisture. These differences are located

in a region of strong meridional moisture gradient. The

north–south dipole structure of the anomalies suggests

either a poleward shift of moisture in the developing

composites or an equatorward shift of drier air in the

FIG. 8. Mean composite percentage of OLR grid cells#240K between 58 and 158N days25

to 15 of transition over the coastal region for (a) nondeveloping and (b) developing waves.

Regions that are significantly different at 95% are outlined by the black contours.
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nondeveloping composites. The mean developing wave

contours show that the increase to the northwest is a

separate region of anomalously increased moisture,

likely the trough of a downstream AEW trough, with a

reduced ridge between the two troughs. To the south,

nondeveloping waves have horizontal axes with a

greater southwest–northeast tilt such that the troughs

extend farther to the southwest. Since moisture is

greater along the trough axis, the developing waves have

less moisture in this region.

Figure 9b shows increased upper-level (300 hPa)

geopotential heights representative of a weaker mid-

latitude trough to the north for the developing waves.

However, this upper-level feature is displaced around

1000km north of the composite troughs. This difference

is maximized at the level presented here, with significant

differences extending down to around 600 hPa over the

same geographical region. Associated with the differ-

ences in geopotential height are regions of significantly

different wind (not shown here). Significantly increased

northwesterly flow is present in the subsiding region on

the western side of the midlatitude trough. The de-

veloping wave composite (contour lines) shows that the

difference between developing and nondeveloping

composites is comparable to the difference between

the developing composite and climatology. Therefore,

the nondeveloping waves have a more climatological

structure with a midlatitude trough in this region. The

developing waves, however, exhibit a weakened mid-

latitude trough and an associated region of increased

upper-level temperature anomalies.

Vertical cross sections along 308 and 208W (depicted

in Fig. 9b) showing the differences in moisture and

geopotential height are presented in Fig. 10. Ahead of

the trough (308W; Fig. 10a) the differences in moisture

are concentrated in the lower midtroposphere with the

maxima at 850 hPa whereas the midlatitude trough at

this longitude has only a small area of significant dif-

ference. While the moist anomaly around 208N is con-

centrated at low levels, along 58N the region of

decreased moisture extends from the boundary layer

up to 400 hPa. Along the approximate longitude of the

composite trough (208W; Fig. 10b) there are effectively

no significant differences in moisture. Around 308N,

however, the developing waves exhibit increased

heights with significant differences extending from

600 hPa up to around 200 hPa.

These figures reveal large regions of significantly dif-

ferent environmental conditions between developing

and nondeveloping waves. Low-level moisture ahead of

the waves is hypothesized to have a thermodynamical

impact on the convection in the developing trough

through entrainment into and below the midlevel vortex

FIG. 9. Mean composite differences for favorable developing

waves vs favorable nondeveloping waves (shading). Contours

represent the composite favorable developing waves. The shading

and contour intervals are equivalent. The color bar applies to the

plot above and below with labels on the respective side of the color

bar. The thick red line depicts the mean trough line of all included

waves. The thick black contour encompasses the regions that are

statistically significant at greater than 95%. (a) TPW (mm) and

(b) 300-hPa geopotential height (gpm). Horizontal lines denote the

bounds of latitudes used in Fig. 11. The vertical lines in (b) denote

the cross sections shown in Fig. 10.
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of the trough. The upper-level flow north of the AEW,

however, may have a less direct impact. While there are

differences in the deep layer shear and upper-level

temperature associated with the change in midlatitude

flow, these are both restricted to north of 208N. It is

hypothesized that the presence of a trough in this region,

for the nondeveloping waves, will increase subsiding

equatorward flow over the eastern Atlantic and may

influence the environmental humidity ahead of the

AEW trough.

The time–longitude evolution of these differences is

presented in Fig. 11. The latitude bands used in the

Hovmöllers vary for each panel and are situated around

the maximum differences in Fig. 9. The difference in

moisture between the composite waves propagates

westward west of the composite trough, with significant

differences extending back 120h when the troughs were

over land (Fig. 11a). This difference in moisture is ahead

(west) of the composited troughs over West Africa and

the eastern Atlantic. Analysis of lagged maps reveals

that this represents a downstream AEW trough for the

developing waves, which has brought moisture anoma-

lously far north on its eastern edge. Although this dif-

ference inmoisture is present overWest Africa based on

the logistic regression output it appears to not influence

the structure of the waves prior to the coastal region.

Analysis of this northwest region could, however, pro-

vide earlier information in determining the outcome of

the waves after they leave the coast.

The geopotential height differences north of the

composite troughs (between 208 and 308N) is mostly a

stationary feature across the latitude bands used

(Fig. 11b). Significant differences appear in both fields at

around 4 days prior to the trough passage at the coast.

Analysis of the total fields at these times reveals that a

more zonal flow is present in the developing composite,

while the nondeveloping composite features a weak

positively tilted midlatitude trough and associated me-

ridional flow. The influence the midlatitude trough has

on the eastern Atlantic is, therefore, present for around

4 days before the composited AEW troughs reach the

coast. Section 5 will investigate the flow around the fa-

vorable troughs in further detail.

This subsection has highlighted the large-scale envi-

ronmental differences between favorable developing

and favorable nondeveloping waves. The physical

mechanisms for how these differences impact the evo-

lution of the troughs will now be explored. Analysis of

the relative flow through and around the troughs

throughout this time will be used to explore whether and

how these environmental differences are physically

linked to the changes in convection and, thus, the out-

come of the favorable wave composites.

c. Relative flow through favorable AEWs

Wave-relative streamlines at two levels in the lower

troposphere (850 and 700 hPa) for nondeveloping and

developing waves are shown in Fig. 12. The wave rela-

tive flow is calculated by subtracting the phase speed of

each wave from the wind components prior to compos-

iting. When the troughs are over Africa, three days prior

to reaching the coast (Figs. 12a,b), both composites ex-

hibit almost zonal westerly relative flow below the AEJ

(blue streamlines; 850 hPa). This is due in part to the

monsoonal inflow that has a slight westerly component

over this region in addition to the westward phase speed

of the waves. At the jet level (red streamlines; 700 hPa),

the circulation associated with the composite trough is

more evident; however, a region of recirculation is not

evident in the streamline analysis at this time.

FIG. 10. Latitude–height cross section showing favorable developing waves vs favorable

nondeveloping waves along (a) 308 and (b) 208W of specific humidity (g kg21) (shading) and

geopotential height every 2.5m (contours). Bold contours and shading (outlined) denote areas

of statistical significance.
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By the time the waves have left the coast (Figs. 12c,d),

a closed circulation has become apparent at the level

of the jet. Both waves exhibit recirculation in the

streamlines where the vortex is strongest and the me-

ridional shear of the jet allows for a moderate vortex on

the southern gradient of the jet to recirculate. The rela-

tive inflow below the jet (850hPa) has changed from

westerly to northwesterly. Therefore, while at the jet

level air is recirculating in a 2D sense, the ascent through

the layer is being sourced from outside of the trough

region. Over the eastern Atlantic, 72h after leaving the

coast, both composites (Figs. 12e,f) have developed low-

level recirculation regions. The nondeveloping waves

are much weaker at this time, but in a quiescent back-

ground flow still have closed circulation at low levels.

From this analysis it is clear that as waves leave the

coastal region, the wave-relative streamlines below the

jet are temporarily open to environmental air from

the north and northwest of the trough. The streamlines

suggest that the air that flows under the midlevel trough

appears to have an origin from north and northwest of

the trough. This region had significant differences in

low-level moisture between the two composites, with

developing waves having significantly increased mois-

ture to the northwest in the lower troposphere. We hy-

pothesize that waves are sensitive to the environment

northwest of the trough in the few days after crossing the

West African coast. The relative advection of either

moist or dry air into the lower levels of the vortex would

likely influence deep convection, either helping or hin-

dering the development process of favorable waves. As

streamlines are an Eulerian view of the flow at a specific

time and not representative of the time-evolving flow,

the following section will present a trajectory analysis of

all the waves in both subsets. The trajectories will test

whether the air from the northwest quadrant is able to

enter the system and also where that air originated from,

providing amore complete and accurate view of the flow

around favorable AEWs.

5. Trajectory analysis of developing and
nondeveloping waves

The composite analysis presented in section 4

highlights some large-scale differences between two

composites of waves diagnosed to be favorable for de-

velopment upon leaving the coast of West Africa.

Streamline analysis showed a potential kinematic route

for the lower-tropospheric moisture difference to di-

rectly impact the fate of the troughs. This section will

present a trajectory analysis of the relative flow in a

Lagrangian frame for all favorable waves. Trajectories

were analyzed with respect to each trough’s track, with

FIG. 11. Mean composite differences for favorable developing

waves vs favorable nondeveloping waves for 2120 to 1120 h of

leaving the African continent. Day 0 is represented with a hori-

zontal black line. The mean track of the composite trough is de-

picted with a diagonal black line. Black contours encompass

regions that are statistically significant greater than 95%. The color

bar represents the plot above and belowwith labels on the respective

side of the color bar. Latitude bands for each Hovmöller vary,

these are shown in Fig. 9. (a) TPW (108–208N; mm), (b) 300-hPa

geopotential height (208–308N; gpm).
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those that came within 200 km of the vortex center

classified as having been ingested by the system.

a. Inflow for developing and nondeveloping waves

The fraction of all trajectories from the northwest

quadrant that were ingested by the system within 48h

after the trough had left the coast is shown in Fig. 13.

Consistent with the streamline analysis of the previ-

ous section, there is inflow from the northwest quad-

rant with around 10%–25% of the trajectories being

ingested. The nondeveloping waves (Fig. 13a) have

a higher fraction of ingested trajectories at greater

initial distances from the trough. The developing

waves (Fig. 13b) have the highest fraction of ingested

FIG. 12. Composite wave relative streamlines at two levels for (a),(b) day 23; (c),(d) day 0;

and (e),(f) day 13 and favorable (left) nondeveloping and (right) developing waves. Stream-

lines represent 700-hPa (red) and 850-hPa (blue) wave-relative flow. Thick black contour shows

the 700-hPa trough line.
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trajectories originating from west-northwest of the

trough and closer than 500 km at the initial time. The

streamlines represent the 48-h mean flow of the tra-

jectories ingested by the troughs. The nondeveloping

waves have westerly flow across the vortex, whereas the

developing waves exhibit recirculation. As the trough

strengthens, the associated cyclonic flow will become

more dominant than the background environmental

flow enabling the stronger vortices to develop re-

circulation earlier than weaker vortices. The differ-

ences between the streamlines in Fig. 13 suggest that

the developing waves are experiencing this strength-

ening and, hence, are not as open to the environment at

greater radial distances.

The northwest quadrant was targeted due to the sig-

nificant differences in moisture shown in section 4.

Figure 14 shows the distribution of relative humidity and

pressure for the ingested trajectories at 6-h intervals

relative to the time of each trajectory’s closest pass to

the trough center. The trajectories for the non-

developing waves have significantly lower humidity at

all time periods, though the distribution does shift to-

ward higher humidities over time. The pressure of the

trajectories is also significantly different over the first

18 h. Around 50% of trajectories ingested by the non-

developing waves are being initialized higher than ap-

proximately 75%of those ingested by developing waves.

This suggests that as the developing waves strengthen,

the layer of relative inflow is reduced to lower levels.

The nondeveloping waves, however, stay open to the

environment over a greater depth due to the lack of

strengthening.

b. Sources of environmental air for the northwest
quadrant

The forward trajectories have highlighted that there is

inflow into the AEWs from the northwest quadrant in

the 48h after leaving the West African coast. Backward

trajectory calculations of the ingested trajectories have

identified the environmental source regions for the

northwest quadrant of the AEW troughs. Figure 15

shows the mean 96-h flow of the trajectories visualized

by streamlines. The velocities of all trajectories were

averaged to a 18 grid such that the streamlines represent

the composite 96-h kinematic flow of air into the

northwest quadrant of AEWs at the time the waves are

just west of theWest African coast. For both composites

there appears to be three main sources of air into the

northwest quadrant; low-level cross-equatorial flow

from the south, mid- to low-level flow along the West

African coast from the north, and subsiding flow along

the AEJ from the east.

The sources of trajectories (96 h before reaching

the northwest quadrant of the AEW trough) are split up

into the three regions depicted in Fig. 15a. The fre-

quency with respect to relative humidity and pressure

is shown in Fig. 16. The trajectories from the north

(Figs. 16a,b) are dominated by flow through the lower

troposphere with very low humidity. Carlson and

Prospero (1972) noted that air flowing along this route

was generally dust free. It should be noted that for

the nondeveloping cases, there are more trajectories

from the northwest between 700 and 600hPa with rel-

ative humidity values of 20%–30%. These trajectories

FIG. 13. Fraction of trajectories that are ingested (come within 200 km of the vortex center)

by the trough. Percentage is relative to the total number of trajectories initialized at each

relative grid point. Location is relative to trough center at the time of initialization. Range rings

denote 200, 350, 500, 1000, and 1500 km. Streamlines depict the 48-h mean wave-relative ve-

locity of all ingested trajectories per grid point. The hatched background covers regions in

which either no trajectories were initialized or were not included in the analysis because of their

initial proximity to the vortex center.
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generally subside as they approach the environment

ahead of the AEW trough as shown in Fig. 15a. This

flow may be enhanced in the nondeveloping cases due

to the presence of a stronger midlatitude trough (see

Fig. 9b). The northern box contains a higher fraction of

trajectories for the nondeveloping waves compared to

the developing waves suggesting that variations in the

amount of relatively dry higher-latitude air reaching

the AEW environment is an important consideration.

Both waves have a similar fraction of trajectories orig-

inating from the eastern box (Figs. 16c,d). These tra-

jectories originate from around the level of the AEJ

with relatively moist air with relative humidities of

60%–80%. Both subsets do exhibit lower-troposphere

trajectories to the north of the AEJ, likely associated

with drier Saharan air. Trajectories from this Saharan

origin were analyzed separately and no significant dif-

ferences between subsets were found. For the waves

analyzed here, dry trajectories specifically with Saharan

origin only accounted for around 5%. From the south

(Figs. 16e,f) the cross-equatorial flow is confined to

very low levels and is representative of a moist oceanic

boundary layer air. Developing waves have around 6%

more trajectories from this region compared to the

nondeveloping waves, providing an increased transport

of warm moist air into the northwest quadrant ahead of

the troughs.

The trajectory analysis has shown that both de-

veloping and nondeveloping waves have similar kine-

matic flow after leaving the West African coast. Both

sets of waves show a pathway for inflow from the

northwest quadrant of the trough. We hypothesize,

therefore, that differences in moisture ahead of the fa-

vorable waves can have a direct impact on the fate of the

trough’s evolution through relative advection into the

trough center at low levels. To understand why there

were such differences in the moisture ahead of the

troughs, back trajectories were calculated. These re-

vealed two main differences between the subsets. De-

veloping waves had a higher fraction of cross-equatorial

flow of high humidity air. Nondeveloping waves, how-

ever, had an increase in the fraction of trajectories from

the northwest with low humidity air.

FIG. 14. Distribution of ingested (within 200 km of the vortex

center) trajectory characteristics at 6-h intervals relative to the time

of ingestion for nondeveloping (red) and developing (blue)

waves. (a) Relative humidity of trajectories (%). (b) Pressure of

trajectories (hPa).

FIG. 15. Streamlines depicting the mean velocity of trajectories per 18 grid over the 96 h of

backward trajectories. The color of the streamlines represents the mean pressure of the trajec-

tories at each grid point. The contours show the log density of the trajectories. (a) Nondeveloping

waves; boxes represent the three regions discussed in the text. (b) Developing waves.
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6. Conclusions

The characteristics of AEWs over the West African

continent have been shown to be significantly related to

the probability of tropical cyclogenesis over the eastern

Atlantic. A tracking methodology was developed and a

Lagrangian evolution of developing and nondeveloping

waves was presented. This analysis confirmed signifi-

cant differences between developing waves and non-

developing waves consistent with previous studies (e.g.,

FIG. 16. Density of characteristics of the backward trajectories at296 h. Percentages are with

respect to number of trajectories calculated in each subset of waves (a),(c),(e) nondeveloping

(n 5 2996) and (b),(d),(f) developing (n 5 2575). Rows are aligned as the (a),(b) northern

region; (c),(d) eastern region; and (e),(f) southern region.
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Hopsch et al. 2010; Agudelo et al. 2011). A logistic re-

gression model was used to objectively define AEWs

based on a combination of trough-centric variables. The

model determined that a combination of upper-level

divergence and temperature, midlevel ascent, low-level

vorticity, and the number of days from the peak in the

AEW season are able to statistically predict the out-

come of eastern Atlantic genesis from AEWs with

high skill.

Based on the logistic regressionmodel, approximately

75% of nondeveloping waves are very unfavorable for

genesis over the eastern Atlantic. This result highlights

that comparisons between the few developingwaves and

all nondeveloping waves are limited in their usefulness.

The logistic regression model objectively defined waves

that were used in a composite analysis of 51 developing

and nondeveloping favorable waves at theWest African

coast. This enabled further analysis of these waves and

highlighted differences in the large-scale environment.

When only favorable AEW troughs were compared,

differences between the troughs were no longer signifi-

cantly different prior to transition over the coast ofWest

Africa. Composite analysis highlighted that favorable

developing waves are typically associated with a region

of anomalously moist air northwest of the trough as they

exit the West African coast. This synoptic pattern was

coincident with more zonal flow through the extra-

tropics over the subtropical eastern Atlantic and the

northwest of West Africa. Favorable nondeveloping

waves conversely had drier air to the north and north-

west of the trough on exiting the coast, with a mid-

latitude trough to the northwest of West Africa more

representative of climatology over the region. The dif-

ference in moisture ahead of the composited troughs

propagated with the waves over the African continent

for up to 4 days prior to the coastal region. This moisture

anomaly appears to be associated with downstream

AEW troughs, in the developing cases, transporting

moisture poleward. Therefore, the downstream wave

has effectively primed the environment with moisture

making the region less hostile. Conversely non-

developing waves either lack a consistent downstream

wave or move into a region with stronger low-level

northerly flow over the eastern Atlantic resulting in a

drier environment compared to the developing cases.

Over West Africa streamline analysis showed that the

troughs were typically open to the environment at the

level of the AEJ and below. The relative flow at this

location was, however, primarily zonal. Therefore, al-

though the moisture anomaly is present to the northwest

the impact on the troughsmay be limited. As the troughs

reached the coast, the streamlines suggested that at the

jet level the troughs develop a region of recirculation. At

low levels, however, because of the weaker vortex and

the meridional confluence of the monsoonal flow,

streamlines suggested that the waves were ingesting air

from the northwest quadrant. This source of inflow was

coincident with the region of anomalous moisture in the

composite analysis.

Trajectories were initialized in the northwest quad-

rant of each wave to analyze whether the region of sig-

nificantly different moisture was directly impacting the

waves. The trajectories showed that between 20% and

30% of the initialized trajectories between 900 and

600 hPa came within 200km of the troughs within 48h.

Developing waves had less inflow from the northwest

quadrant compared to nondeveloping waves with the

inflow restricted to lower levels. This result would sup-

port the hypothesis of recirculation within the troughs,

with the strengthening vortices developing a more ver-

tically extended region of recirculation. Dry air associ-

ated with the nondeveloping waves is able to penetrate

into the AEW troughs and the distribution of trajec-

tories stayed significantly drier. If the incipient dis-

turbance has a more canonical lower troposphere

warm-core vortex, the sensitivity to the lower tropo-

sphere environmental air is expected to be reduced. As

AEWs propagate westward they generally evolve toward

this low-level warm core structure (Janiga and Thorncroft

2013). Therefore, this sensitivity may be restricted to a

short time span after the waves leave the West African

coast. This result is in general agreement with simulations

of other AEW genesis cases where the impact of dry air

was restricted to the early pregenesis stages (Sippel et al.

2011), although in the cases presented here genesis is

prevented rather than merely delayed.

Back trajectories revealed that nondeveloping waves

have an increased fraction of trajectories from the north

between about 800 and 600 hPa. This dry subsiding air

impacts the moisture-sensitive region ahead of the

AEWs and appears to be enhanced by the midlatitude

trough that typically characterizes the eastern Atlantic.

Developing waves had relatively increased cross-

equatorial flow, to the west of the trough associated with

the downstream wave, providing a source of moisture to

the northwest quadrant of the troughs. Dry air from the

Sahara was not found to have any significant differences

between the two subsets of troughs analyzed here. The

SAL did not appear to be a consistent feature in thewaves

selected here and, therefore, conclusions regarding any

negative or positive impact cannot be made.

In conclusion, a major motivation for this work was

the need to distinguish between developing and non-

developing waves. Previous work identified waves that

looked favorable but there still remained a lot of vari-

ability. Therefore, we have focused on highlighting the
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key processes that distinguish between these favorable

developing and favorable nondeveloping waves. This

work has highlighted the importance of the relative flow

through a pregenesis AEW over the eastern Atlantic.

Based on the results here, we recommend not only moni-

toring the characteristics of the troughs but also the lower-

tropospheric environment ahead of the wave in the days

around their departure from the African continent.
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